Fade™ Clipper

- Professional hair clipper with high-speed, adjustable blade perfect for fading (front, top, back and sides)
- Equipped with close-cutting fade blade that adjusts from #00000 to #000 and can be zero gapped
- Easily cuts wet or dry hair – thick or thin
- Ideal for tapering and all-around cutting
- Powerful motor for all types of clipper work
- Quiet, smooth-running motor stays cool
- Balanced, easy-grip design for all-day use
- Durable hanger loop for easy storage

Best used for: Fading, extra-close tapering and all-around cutting

Includes:
- Clipper
- 6 Attachment combs
- Blade oil
- Blade guard
- Blade brush

Replacement Combs: #66171
1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 1" (3 mm, 6 mm, 10 mm, 13 mm, 19 mm, 25 mm)

Replacement Fade Blade: #66255

UK: Item #66380
EU: Item #66375
Model US-1

Standard Pack Quantity: 6
Standard Pack Weight: 13 lbs. (5.9 kg)
Standard Pack Dimensions: 8.25" H x 10.5" W x 15.75" D (21 cm x 26.7 cm x 40 cm)
One Year Warranty
UPC: 0 40102 66380 2
0 40102 66375 8
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